In order to evaluate the stability of deep surrounding rock, all of the affecting factors should be theoretically identified. However, some factors have slight impacts on the stability of deep surrounding rock compared with others. To conduct an effective risk assessment, key factors should be first extracted. The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and grey relation analysis (GRA) methods are integrated to determine the key factors. First, the AHP method is applied to sort the factors by calculating the weights of them. Seven out of fifteen factors are extracted as the key factors, which account for 80% of the weights. Further, the GCA method is used to validate the effects of these key factors by analyzing the correlation between the performance of each factor and that of the reference. Considering the influence of these key factors and experts' judgements, the multilevel fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is adopted to obtain the risk level of the deep surrounding rock stability. Finally, the risk assessment of the deep surrounding rock in the E-Zhuang coal mine of Chinese Xinwen Mining Area illustrates the operability of the proposed method.
Introduction
The geological environment of coal mine is complex and its ecological environment is fragile. In recent years, the conditions of coal mines in China have gradually developed into deep and complex ones. The depth and breadth of mining have been increasing and rock engineering has been more difficult. Meanwhile, the gradual enlargement of the mining scale and the continuous improvement of the mechanization level have brought great difficulties to the stability control of surrounding rock in mines. In addition, factors such as stress and mining influence have led to the damage of weak rock surfaces in the process of excavation and artificial disturbance. Once the whole rock mass is destroyed, the instability of the surrounding rock could lead to a series of environmental disasters, such as collapse and roof separation, which result in great harm to the geological environment. From 2013 to 2017, nearly 39% of coal mine accidents in China were caused by roof accidents. The particular environment of the mine and these disasters indicate that the stability of the deep surrounding rock of the coal roadway is an urgent problem for safe mining. Therefore, it is of great significance to evaluate the stability of deep surrounding rock, which is not only related to the safety of people's lives and property, but also to an urgent problem of safety in mining and environmental protection.
Deep surrounding rock plays an important role in the coal mining process. The instability of the deep surrounding rock will result in accidents such as roof caving and wall caving. During the years 2013-2017, nearly 39% of coal mining fatalities in China were caused by roof accidents. Substantial disasters have indicated that the stability of the deep surrounding rock in the coal roadway is an urgent problem for safe mining. Therefore, it is significant to conduct the evaluation of the deep surrounding rock stability.
Many works on surrounding rock stability evaluation are now available. For example, Kentil et al [1] studied the engineering geological properties of exposed rocks on the Ankara-Pozanti Expressway and evaluated the stability of excavated slopes. Andonov [2] evaluated the geomechanical conditions for establishing a free channel irrigation system and proposed some suggestions for improving the stability of rock mass. Saffari et al [3] applied a rock engineering systems approach to evaluate and classify the coal spontaneous combustion potential in the Eastern Alborz coal mines. Wang et al [4] used the ideal point method to categorize the affecting indices of surrounding rock stability and combined the objective and subjective weighting method to obtain the grade of the surrounding rock. Mishra et al [5] proposed the geotechnical risk management concept and applied it to the intelligent deep mines; Galvin [6] emphasized the importance of risk management in ground engineering and provided many management strategies. Babaeian et al [7] proposed a new framework for rock evaluation in open pit mines, integrating the multivariate regression method and the decision-making trial. Santos et al [8] proposed a method to predict the stability of the mine rock slope based on the principal component analysis and discriminant analysis. It can be seen that the stability of surrounding rock is determined by multiple indices and there is no consensus on stability affecting factors.
In fact, the stability of the deep surrounding rock is affected by not only geological features, but environmental factors and engineering factors. Theoretically, all of these affecting factors should be considered for a comprehensive risk assessment of the deep surrounding rock stability. However, it could be time-consuming to include all of the affecting factors in the assessment model. In fact, some of these factors only have a small impact on the stability of the deep surrounding rock. Therefore, a scientific method is required to extract those with a high important degree. One efficient method is to rank these factors and choose the top-ranked ones [9] [10] [11] . The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) has been proven to be a useful method for selecting indicators [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , but the relative importance between every two factors in AHP is determined by subjective judgment. There lacks the verification of these affecting factors. On the other hand, with the complexity of affecting factors, it is impracticable to obtain a definite value to express the stability of the deep surrounding rock, especially in situations where many of these factors cannot be measured precisely and subjective judgment from experts is inevitable. Therefore, a method to synthesize the key affecting factor and the experts' knowledge is required.
The novelty of this paper is to identify and verify the key factors of the deep surrounding rock stability and to establish a model for a comprehensive risk assessment. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the key factors identification method and a fuzzy risk assessment method. Section 3 is the application of these methods with the E-Zhuang coal mine of Chinese Xinwen Mining Area as a case study. Section 4 provides conclusions.
Methodology

Key Factors Identification Method
Theoretically, all of the affecting factors should be identified to evaluate the stability of the deep surrounding rock, but with the limits of time and resource, only those contributing significantly to the stability of the deep surrounding rock can be considered. We named these factors as key factors. On the other hand, different affecting factors of the stability of the deep surrounding rock have different dimensions. Besides, some factors such as the seepage quantity of groundwater can be quantified, while others such as the purposes and age limit of the roadway cannot. All of these features of the affecting factors of the deep surrounding rock stability result in the inadaptability of any mathematical function. Therefore, experts' knowledge and experience should be considered in a good way.
In order to determine the key factors contributing significantly to the stability of the deep surrounding rock in the coal roadway, an integrated method combining the AHP and GCA is proposed. The principle of the integrated method is shown as follows:
(1) Identify all the affecting factors (F i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n) and construct a hierarchy structure. The analytical object is named the target (top) layer. Then the categories of factors are classified in the criterion (middle) layer and all of the affecting factors compose the index (bottom) layer.
(2) Divide units for the hierarchy structure. Each factor in the upper layer and its affecting factors are included in one unit. For example, there is a three-layered structure, and the unit division is shown in Figure 1. any mathematical function. Therefore, experts' knowledge and experience should be considered in a good way.
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C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 Figure 1 . The unit division in a three-layered structure.
(3) Represent the relative importance of different factors in each unit with the numbers 1-9 or the multiplicative inverse. Then the judgment matrices are determined. An example is shown in Equation (1) . Assume B is in the criterion layer. C1, C2, and C3 are the affecting factors of B, which are in the index layer. According to expert judgement, C2 is relatively more important than C1 but less important than C3, and C3 is much more important than C1. Then the value assigned to C3 is bigger than the value of C2 and the value assigned to C2 is bigger than the value of C1. Note that the relative value determines the relative importance of different factors. The consistency of each judgment matrix should be checked, and the details can be seen in reference [19] . 
(4) Calculate the maximum characteristic root and the feature vector. In MATLAB, we can obtain the characteristic roots and the feature vector with the function eig, i.e., [x, y] = eig(A). The feature vector to which the maximum characteristic root corresponds is the weight vector. Further, the weight vector should be normalized.
(5) Calculate the combination weights. With the judgment matrices, we can only get the weight of each factor in each individual unit. The objective is to obtain the weight of each factor in the index layer for the target layer. Therefore, the weights should be combined. Assume that the weight vectors in each unit shown in Figure 1 are represented as WC → B1, WC → B2, WC → B3, WB → A, then the combination weights can be calculated as:
(6) Sort the affecting factors according to their weights and extract the key factors, which account for 80% of the weights. (3) Represent the relative importance of different factors in each unit with the numbers 1-9 or the multiplicative inverse. Then the judgment matrices are determined. An example is shown in Equation (1). Assume B is in the criterion layer. C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 are the affecting factors of B, which are in the index layer. According to expert judgement, C 2 is relatively more important than C 1 but less important than C 3 , and C 3 is much more important than C 1 . Then the value assigned to C 3 is bigger than the value of C 2 and the value assigned to C 2 is bigger than the value of C 1 . Note that the relative value determines the relative importance of different factors. The consistency of each judgment matrix should be checked, and the details can be seen in reference [19] .
(5) Calculate the combination weights. With the judgment matrices, we can only get the weight of each factor in each individual unit. The objective is to obtain the weight of each factor in the index layer for the target layer. Therefore, the weights should be combined. Assume that the weight vectors in each unit shown in Figure 1 are represented as W C→B1 , W C→B2 , W C→B3 , W B→A , then the combination weights can be calculated as:
(6) Sort the affecting factors according to their weights and extract the key factors, which account for 80% of the weights.
(7) Validate the results of AHP with GRA. The correlation between the measured value and reference value can be reflected with GRA (Grey Relation Analysis). Accordingly, the measured value of the key factors should be highly correlated with the reference value. To verify, the indicators reflecting the measured value and the reference value should be first defined. 1 Define the correlation indicators and sequences.
For the affecting factors of the deep surrounding rock stability, the indicators include the possibility of accidents, the time of exposure to hazardous conditions, consequence, and current control measures. The grading standards of these indicators are defined as shown in Table 1 . The score is determined by considering the comprehensive correlation factors in the MLS method. MLS is one of the risk assessment methods for the working conditions. The control correlation strength indices of the surrounding rock stability of the deep roadway factors are chosen, which separately are: damage possibility (accident possibility), cycle strength (exposure time to dangerous environment), disaster degree (possible consequence), and control measures (existing prevention and control measures). The value range of the four indices is also determined by this method, and then the correlation coefficient and correlation degree are calculated using MATLAB. Here the relevance degree is a comprehensive representation of the importance level of each factor. The smaller the degree, the greater the importance. For each affecting factor, there is a parameter sequence consisting of these four indicators, which is X i = {value 1 (possibility of accidents), value 2 (time of exposure to hazardous conditions), value 3 (consequence), and value 4 (current control measures)}. In addition, a reference sequence is defined as X 0 = {0.1, 0.5, 1, 1} based on the optimum value of each indicator. 2 Calculate the correlation coefficient.
, · · · , n represents the reference sequence and X i = x i (t k ), k = 1, 2, · · · , n represents the parameter sequence. Calculate the absolute difference > i (n) between the value of each indicator x i (n) and the reference value x 0 (n) [20, 21] . The equation is as follows:
Then the correlation coefficient ξ i (n) can be calculated based on Equation (6):
The smaller that ρ is, the bigger the correlation coefficient difference. In general, ρ = 0.5.
3
Calculate the correlation degree.
Since there are four indicators for each factor, the correlation degree should reflect all of these four aspects. Therefore, the mean value of correlation coefficients is defined as the correlation degree. The smaller the correlation degree, the more dangerous is the affecting factor. The equation is shown as follows:
Fuzzy Risk Assessment Method
The risk of the deep surrounding rock stability can be divided into five levels. The risk evaluation set is shown as follows: 
(2) Determine the membership matrix.
Segmented grey whitening weight functions are used to transform the evaluation value into membership degrees. Therefore, the evaluation value is the independent variable, and the memberships are the dependent variables. In response to five risk evaluation levels, five-segmented functions are defined.
(1) The grey whitening weight function is shown in Equation (10) when the risk evaluation level is "very high":
(2) The grey whitening weight function is shown in Equation (11) when the risk evaluation level is "relatively high":
The grey whitening weight function is shown in Equation (12) when the risk evaluation level is "general":
(12) (4) The grey whitening weight function is shown in Equation (13) when the risk evaluation level is "relatively low":
(5) The grey whitening weight function is shown in Equation (14) when the risk evaluation level is "very low":
Then after normalization, each key factor's membership degree to each risk level can be obtained with the grey whitening weight functions. For the factor j, its membership degree to risk level e can be represented with Equation (15): (15) where
Similarly, the membership degree vectors of other factors can be obtained. Then the membership matrix is shown in Equation (17):
. . . To evaluate a system with affecting factors interrelated in a hierarchy structure, the multi-level fuzzy comprehensive evaluation has proven to be an effective method [22, 23] . The membership degree of each factor in the lower level to its corresponding upper level factor can be obtained with a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation [24] [25] [26] . The weight set consists of weights of key factors, represented as {a,a,a}. By integrating the weight set with membership matrix through a fuzzy operator, the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation results are available. For a three-layered structure, the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation should be conducted twice. First, calculate the membership degrees of one factor in the intermediate layer to each risk level. The equation is as follows:
Similarly, the membership degrees of other factors in the intermediate layer to each risk level can be obtained, and all these membership degree sets form a membership degree matrix:
. . .
Then the risk level of the object can be calculated according to Equation (20) :
Applications
Affecting Factors of Deep Surrounding Rock Stability
The stability of the deep surrounding rock is affected by geological features such as rock strength, environmental factors such as ground stress, and engineering factors such as the thickness of strengthened rock [27] [28] [29] . To evaluate the risk of the deep surrounding rock, all these aspects should be considered. Based on field experience and experts' knowledge, 15 affecting factors are identified for the risk evaluation of an E-Zhuang coal mine in Chinese Xinwen Mining Area. The hierarchy structure model for the deep surrounding rock stability affecting factors is shown in Figure 2 . However, some of them have little impact on the stability of the deep surrounding rock. The methods introduced above are applied to extract the key ones. 
Key Factors Identification Based on AHP and GCA
Determine the Weights of Each Factor with AHP
According to AHP, pairwise comparisons are conducted for the 15 affecting factors. The scoring results are shown in Table 2 . 
Key Factors Identification Based on AHP and GCA
Determine the Weights of Each Factor with AHP
According to AHP, pairwise comparisons are conducted for the 15 affecting factors. The scoring results are shown in Table 2 . According to the calculation rules introduced in Section 2.1, the weights of each factor can be calculated. The analysis and ranking results are shown in Table 3 . The bigger the weight, the more important the factor. It can be seen that the top 7 factors' weights account for 0.8151, which means that these 7 factors are key factors for the deep surrounding rock stability. The results are in consistent with the actual conditions of the deep surrounding rock in the coal roadway. In fact, the rock strength, rock mass quality indicator RQD, and coal seam dip angle are the direct causes of the deep surrounding rock failure according to accident statistics. The mining influence coefficient and ground stress are the precipitating factors because they determine the environment of the surrounding rock. The sectional size of the roadway and the thickness of the strengthened rock are also important contributors since great uncertainties exist during engineering excavation.
Validate the Results of AHP with GRA
GRA (Grey Relation Analysis) extracts the key factors by calculating the correlation between the measured value and reference value. Four correlation indicators have been defined in Section 2.1, which are the possibility of accidents, the time of exposure to hazardous conditions, consequence, and current control measures. According to the grading standards of these indicators presented in Table 1 , experts in the E-Zhuang coal mine of Chinese Xinwen Mining Area assigned evaluation values for each factor. Accordingly, there are 15 parameter sequences and one reference sequence, shown in Table 4 , and corresponding normalized data are shown in Table 5 . According to Equations (5)- (8) mentioned in Section 2.1, the correlation coefficients and correlation degrees for each factor can be calculated, shown in Table 6 . Then these 15 factors are sorted by their correlation degrees. From Table 5 we can conclude that the rock strength, rock mass quality indicator RQD, coal seam dip angle, mining influence coefficient, ground stress, sectional size of the roadway, and thickness of strengthened rock are dominant factors of the deep surrounding rock stability in the coal roadway. The results validate the results of AHP.
Fuzzy Risk Evaluation
(1) Establish the evaluation index system. According to the key factors identification results, a structural evaluation index system can be established, shown in Figure 3 . Based on the index system, two layers of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation are defined. The first layer is composed of the bottom factors and the intermediate indices, and the second layer consists of the intermediate indices and the top object. The evaluation factor set for the second layer is represented as T = {T 1 , T 2 , T 3 }, and the evaluation factor set for the first layer is represented as (2) Establish the weight set.
According to the AHP results, the weights of these seven key factors are available. Further, the normalized weights of them are calculated, as shown in Table 7 . Take rock strength as an example; the calculation process is as follows:
Normalized weight (rock strength) = 0.2948 0.2948 + 0.1150 + 0.0761 = 0.6067 (21) Accordingly, the weight sets are represented as follows:
C 2 = (0.5068 0.4932) (23)
(3) Determine the membership matrix.
Further, 10 experts were employed to evaluate these seven key factors. For each key factor, every expert assigns a number between 0 and 10 according to the interval definition for each risk evaluation level.
The risk of the deep surrounding rock stability can be divided into five levels. The risk evaluation set is V = (V 1 , V 2 , V 3 , V 4 , V 5 ) = {very low, relatively low, general, relatively high, very high}. Then the evaluation matrix (M ij ) 10×7 of these seven factors is obtained, shown in Equation (25) , where M ij represents the risk evaluation value of factor j made by expert i, and where i refers to the experts and i = 1, 2, . . . , k; j represents the factor and j = 1, 2, . . . , m: 
For example, for the factor j, its membership to risk evaluation level "very low" can be calculated as:
= 0.4340 (26) Similarly, the memberships of factor j to other risk evaluation levels can be calculated. Consequently, the membership degree set of factor j is shown below: S 11 = 0.4340 0.3774 0.1887 0.0000 0.0000 (27) The other factors' membership sets can be established and represented as: S 1 represents the risk evaluation memberships of three key factors that reflect geological features to risk levels. S 2 represents the risk evaluation memberships of two key factors that reflect environmental features to risk levels. S 3 represents the risk evaluation memberships of three key factors that reflect engineering features to risk levels. The calculation results indicate the risk of the deep surrounding rock stability. According to the maximum membership principle (Li et al., 2015) , the risk level of the deep surrounding rock in the E-Zhuang coal mine of Chinese Xinwen Mining Area is very low and the membership degree is 0.3554. This case illustrates that the combined approach can help identify key factors of the deep surrounding rock stability and obtain the risk level.
Conclusions
(1) The first and most important step of risk evaluation is to identify risk affecting factors. The stability of the deep surrounding rock is affected not only by geological features, but also by environmental factors and engineering factors. Since not all of these factors can be measured or quantified, especially man-made ones, a semi-quantitative approach is necessary. In order to extract the key affecting factors and evaluate the risk level of the deep surrounding rock stability, a method combing AHP, GCA, and FCE is presented.
(2) The traditional AHP has been a useful approach to obtain the weight of each factor. With GCA, the result of AHP can be verified. Therefore, the key affecting factors are identified, including rock strength, rock mass quality indicator RQD, coal seam dip angle, mining influence coefficient, ground stress, sectional size of roadway, and thickness of strengthened rock, which are dominant factors of the deep surrounding rock stability in the coal roadway. In addition, the weights of these main factors are calculated.
(3) Further, a multilevel FCE method is used to include both the influence of these key affecting factors and the experts' judgements. The comprehensive method was applied to the risk assessment of the deep surrounding rock in the E-Zhuang coal mine of Chinese Xinwen Mining Area to obtain the risk level. The results show that the risk level of the deep surrounding rock is extremely low and support measures are necessary. The results can also provide a reference for other similar deep surrounding rock.
(4) Although the stability of surrounding rock in the deep mine has been well controlled with the gradual improvement of underground rock engineering construction, the traditional geotechnical engineering still faces a series of new environmental protection problems. With the gradual development of coal mines in China to deeper and more complex conditions, the problems of environmental effects and ecological environment protection have not been paid enough attention. The rock mass stability evaluation can provide theoretical support for ecological environment protection.
